NEAFC Working Group on the distribution of blue whiting in the North East Atlantic

Acoustic surveys that are potentially important for the work of the Working Group to produce biomass values per rectangle and the person who will carry out the initial work on them:

Persons responsible: Åge Hoines (Norway) and Alexander Krysov (Russian Federation).

Persons responsible: Åge Hoines (Norway) and Erling Kåre Stenevik (Norway).

Person responsible: Ásta Guðmundstóttir (Iceland)

Survey: IESNS, May Norwegian Sea 2004+ (possibly also before 2004), IESNS, Acoustic.
Persons responsible: Åge Hoines (Norway) and Erling Kåre Stenevik (Norway).

Person responsible: Alexander Krysov (Russian Federation).

Survey: Spanish acoustic surveys in spring.
Persons responsible: Thomas Brunel (EU) and Beatriz Roel (EU).

Survey: Portuguese acoustic surveys in spring.
Persons responsible: Thomas Brunel (EU) and Beatriz Roel (EU).

Survey: French acoustic surveys in May.
Persons responsible: Thomas Brunel (EU) and Beatriz Roel (EU).